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MAZI Abu Dhabi

Mazi, meaning "together" in Greek, revives the sharing culinary tradition of Greece, a concept that is the core of the restaurant's vision.

Presenting contemporary Greek cuisine, MAZI invites guests and visitors to experience superb flavors of traditional Greek dishes with a modern twist, world-class beverages and a great selection of Greek grapes.
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Our Story

We opened MAZI in London's Notting Hill in 2012 with a vision to show the rest of the world how innovative, tasty and refined Greek food can be.Following it's London success, MAZI Abu Dhabi marks it's presence in the Middle East at the luxurious St. Regis Saadiyat Island Resort. 

Mazi, which means "together" in Greek, revives the country's sharing culinary tradition. We want to bring people together around the table, let them try out different flavours and have fun. We take our inspiration from tradition and childhood memories, and we reinterpret them with a modern twist.

We strive to keep the taste of each dish as close to the original as possible but play with the interpretation, textures and ingredients. Our dishes reflect the gastronomic habits of not only one region but the whole country from the Aegean islands to Northern Greece and the Peloponnese. We believe in seasonal produce from sustainable sources and we change our menu according to what each season has to offer best.
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Private Dining

Come together and celebrate your intimate events, exclusive occasions, and family escapes at Mazi Abu Dhabi. Showcasing a casual and warm filled ambiance, Mazi invites you to indulge in tantalizing flavors of Greek dishes with a modern twist sharing style, world-class beverages and a great selection of Greek grapes. Awaken your senses with our specially curated menus in order to achieve a sense of togetherness through an exceptionally prepared communal feast.

Connect With Us














	

Bringing a fresh flair of fun and cozy ambiance, Mazi Abu Dhabi is the place for relaxing evenings and lively moments. Exquisite food, exceptional service with welcoming and attentive hosts top off the experience of sampling modern Greek dishes. 








	

Inspired by traditional Greek old time classic recipes and childhood memories, Mazi Abu Dhabi's menu incorporates an assortment of tastes with a contemporary twist. A perfect blend of produce will delight taste buds and satisfy every discerning palate. 






	

Located in the most ideal location of Saadiyat Island, at The St. Regis Saadiyat Island Resort, the restaurant offers an inviting al fresco garden brimming with olive trees and plush flora that perfectly aligns with the relaxing and playful ambiance of the resort.




















Mazi



Address

  The St. Regis Saadiyat Island Resort
 Abu Dhabi,  United Arab Emirates   




Contact Us

  call to- Mazi+971 2 498 8888

 Mazi - [email protected][email protected]

 	 Facebook  
	 Instagram  







Hours


Open Daily

Lunch 12:00PM - 4:00PM

Dinner 7:00PM - 11:00PM
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